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T he New Year is here and Quail Run is celebrating with new items and  

techniques to share with you. We offer classes with national teachers,  

canvas embellishment and specific projects in addition to my” Bring a Canvas to 

Life” on the website and in the newsletter. There are new beads, metals, lace, rick 

rack, buttons, and felt to add to your canvas. Take the time to enjoy one of our 

‘Technique Classes’ to learn all about Beading, Ribbons, Appliqué, and 

Felting. You will learn the basics of each technique in the first part of the class 

and in the last part we recommend you bring a canvas you are currently working 

on so you can apply your new skills. There are lots of project classes to choose in 

the next months, as well as daily canvas enhancement classes to help you with 

that current project. If you are new to needlework or are just coming back to  

needlework we have one-on-one lessons available to get you started.  

 If you have not seen the new “Backgrounds” book from Ruth Schmuff, it 

would be a great addition to your library. It is available also as a CD or a download 

to your favorite portable device.  I like to make a copy of the stitch page I am  

using and attach it with a magnet to my piece so I can refer to it as needed. This 

works great, especially when stitching while traveling.  

The next canvas for my newsletter class is Magnolias, a 

Quail Run Design which is 12” by 12” on 13 mesh.   

I will be using Shadow Stitching techniques. The light 

play of threads( both solid colors and subtle over dyes) with 

such stitches as skip tent, railway, encroached gobelin and  

circles, as well as others, will enhance the petals. The  

background will be simple and the branches will be textured. You will learn how to 

start and finish threads to get continuous smooth thread coverage. The canvas will 

be done in two sessions, the petals in the first session and the branches and  

background in the second. 

The national needlework market is this month in Phoenix which will make it so 

convenient and easy to take our Quail Run Design models and canvases. I am 

looking forward to seeing new canvases by talented designers and will be on the 

hunt for the best and latest in designs, tools, embellishments and threads.  

Stop in the shop and show us your latest project and let us help with any  

questions. Or feel free to call us or send us an email as we would love to hear from 

you. 

Happy Stitching. Susan 

From Susan’s Desk 

Much of our January newsletter is devoted to the classes Quail Run is offering in the  

upcoming months.  We are fortunate to have many ‘snow birds’ who migrate to “The Valley 

of the Sun” and make Quail Run their needlework shop away from home.  To thank them 

for their support, we schedule a full array of classes early in the year that they can  

participate in—along with our full-time local customers as well.   

We hope you find a class that’s just right for you. 
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Have you every stitched a  

woman’s summer bonnet,  

haystacks in a field, or maybe a 

thatched roof?  The look you 

want is that of straw, but how 

can you get that?  Quail Run now 

has perfect fiber—Sea Grass.  It 

has the appearance of straw, yet 

is 100% cotton giving it  

manageability and durability!  

The line comes in a large range 

of colors.  

Sea Grass 

To compliment the shop’s ‘Merry 

Christmas’ banner, we now have a 

fabulous new canvas—a ‘Happy  

Hanukkah’ banner.   

Hanukkah Banner 

With the popularity of Egyptian 

Cotton rapidly growing among 

Quail Run stitchers, we have  

expanded our line of Hyla’s High 

Cotton to include many new  

colors.  We love the dozen or so 

shades of red, making it a perfect 

fiber for those Christmas projects.   

If you haven’t used this wonderful 

fiber, give it a try.  We think you 

will get hooked on its soft sheen, 

ease of use, and durability. 

Egyptian Cotton 

What’s New 
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Boxes 

We love needlepoint finished boxes for a whole lot of reasons.   

Function You can never have too many little boxes to stash those precious chotchkies.  

Finishing Boxes allow self-finishing, saving time and expense. 

Gifts Want to give a gift to someone special?  Why not give something from your heart and 

hands. 

Quick & Easy Boxes generally lend themselves to small canvases, so your project can be finished in a 

short amount of time. 

So pick a fun canvas, matching box, and in no time you’ll have a wonderful box. 

 

Susan Parker’s ‘shoe box’ 

couldn’t get any better!  This fun 

canvas makes the perfect round, 

eye-popping box.  

BOXES THAT ARE “OUT OF THE BOX”! 

 

Mary Langdon’s box is  

stunning!  Her stitch and 

thread selections are over the 

top.  Quail Run’s “Finicky  

Finisher” matched her vision 

with the perfect textured fabric 

on the outside and iridescent 

blue on the inside. (Not visible 

in the photo are sparkles  

in-bedded in the blue fabric 

which resemble bubbles, giving 

the inside of the box the look 

of water.  How perfect is that!) 



 

“You are never too old to set another goal or to dream a new dream.” ~ C.S. Lewis 
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They come round, they come square, they even come heart shaped.  Your 

choices also include leather, metal or wood.  The options are many.  

Just pick a canvas to match and your half way home.   

Dragon fly box stitched by Rose Zibot. 

Boxes 



 

 

This is Quail Run’s third and final installment of 

Pam Hobbs’s, Red Chix, stitch guide. 
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Bring A Canvas To Life 

CLICK HERE TO VIEW THE BACKGROUND STITCH GUIDE. 

Susan 

Background for Red Chix 

I spent a lot of time experimenting with the background.  There are many options.  As I will be 

making a pillow with this canvas that will go in a guest bedroom that is very Americana - lots of 

red, white and blue, textures in the quilted bedding and pillows, and a blue jean chair with an  

ottoman where the pillow will add that extra touch of color and style, I wanted the background to 

be textured like a quilt.  So I designed the background to look like little quilt squares.  I just used 

two stands of Spendor so it was not as heavy as it would be with four strands.  (Click the link at 

the bottom of the page to view the stitch guide for my background.) 

However, if you do not want that dense a background, here is an alternative.  You can leave the 

diamonds open or insert the cross stitch in the middle with the blue Splendor as diagrammed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Another choice would be to just basketweave the background with the blue and white Splendor. 

Remember this is your piece so feel free to change colors, stitches, or embellishments to express 

your creativity! 

This finishes the Red Chix stitching for now.  The finished pillow will be pictured once it is  

completed. I have enjoyed sharing this piece with you and watching it come to life.  I hope you 

will enjoy the next ‘Bring A Canvas to Life’ canvas, Magnolias, as the design and stitches develop. 

Background stitched, beading (white dots) yet to be added. 

http://siterepository.s3.amazonaws.com/00510201112250139033396.pdf


 

 

Quail Run’s next “Bring A Canvas To Life” project is a Quail Run design entitled 

“Magnolias”.  I’ve chosen this canvas because it’s beautiful design lends itself to 

“Shadow Stitching” - a technique that I will teach as I work the canvas. Over the 

next few months, I will stitch this canvas and share my progress on our website 

and in our newsletters. 

If you’re interested in stitching along, please call the shop so we can provide you a 

canvas and threads for the project.  

All ‘Bring A Canvas To Life’ projects include a complimentary stitch guide. 

Susan 
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Shadow Stitching 

I have lots of customers ask me about shading because they do not feel they stitch well enough 

to shade effectively.  You do not need to cover the whole canvas.  The answer is to let the  

painting show through your stitching.  Here are a few good points to follow: 

  Pick a thread color in the medium range for shaded areas like flower petals, trees,  

clothing.  Using one medium color over an area will allow the dark and light painted areas 

to show through the stitching. 

  Use a lighter weight thread than you would usually use on the piece.  For 18 mesh, used 

one or two strands of Splendor instead of 3 or 4 or a Perle 8 rather than a size 5.  For  a 

13/14 mesh canvas, use 3 or 4 strands of Splendor instead of 5 or 6.  This gives a light 

coverage. 

You can use threads that are shiny or dull to enhance some of the smaller areas on the same  

canvas as well as other decorative stitches.  It is important that these areas improve not distract 

from the focal point(s). 

In this piece we will use “light” stitching for the flowers, a textured stitch for the stems and  

maybe even some beads or a padded stitch for the buds.  The background will be basket weave. 

So follow along with this canvas! 

Bring A Canvas To Life 
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Featured 

Stitcher 

The staff and students at Quail Run are lucky that Deborah Lundgren often chooses to 

frequent the shop.  Deborah is an avid stitcher who has mastered the art of needlework.  

Her canvases are diverse, each stitch perfectly executed, and her selection of fibers and 

stitches creative and artful.  She’s excited about the art of needlework; and to all that 

know her, Deborah openly shares enthusiasm and vast knowledge.   

When Quail Run asked me to be the featured stitcher for the  

newsletter, I was flattered and honored to be chosen from among so many other talented stitchers I have met 

here.  It has been a joy to see all the wonderful ideas springing forth from beautiful canvases.   

 

My history as a needlepointer starts with learning the craft from my maternal grandmother.  As with most of 

us, the hands of our ancestors were always kept busy.  Yiayia (Greek for grandmother) was  

multi-talented and she shared these talents with me starting at age 7 with embroidery.  She had started to 

needlepoint a piano bench cover but after she finished all of the flowers in the piece, she became allergic to 

the wool.  My mother started on the background but soon gave up on it.  We can all relate!  After Yiayia’s 

death in 1965, I made it my mission to complete the piece.  It is now at it’s rightful place at my mother’s 

square grand piano still in my  

grandmother’s home.   

 

I continued to stitch with friends of Yiayia’s until they talked me into opening a shop.  In 1976, The 

|Needlepointer was born in Reno and my grandfather was mortified because he said I would never meet a 

husband in the needlework business.  At the first Market I went to, I met Kent who was the first rep for  

Sunset Designs and after ‘buying his line’ we married! 

 

In those days, we were just starting to use decorative stitches but only using Paternayan wool.  I had met a 

forward thinker who taught me to think beyond the continental stitch and I learned the beginning versions of 

the multitude of different stitches we use today. 

 

Needlepoint has been my passion to learn, experiment, share, and develop.  It is my life and it is my  

greatest love – after my family of course! 

 

Look for Deborah’s ‘stitching guidelines’ in next month’s newsletter.   

Quail Run thanks Deborah for accepting our invitation to be our ‘Featured Stitcher’.  She  

graciously shared her thoughts and opened her home so we could photograph her work and 

write this piece.   

 Thank you…. 

Susan 

 

This shop model was 

stitched to honor all 

cancer survivors.    

A great example of creative finishing.  

We love bringing you new products 

& ideas so be sure to check our 

February issue.  The annual ??? 

Trade show is in Phoenix this 

month, so the shop will soon be 

packed with beautiful new canvases 

and fun, must-have accessories.   

Can’t wait!!! 

Our 2012 Mantra_ _ _ 
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Bits & Bites 

And The Winner Is…. 

Without a doubt, this  

project gets the “Best Idea 

of the Year” award. 

  As Char Rickerson’s 

grandkids learn to write, she 

has them print their names 

on paper.  The signatures 

are then transferred to a 

canvas for stitching.   

This pillow, inspired by 

granddaughter Addison, 

joins others in the  

Rickerson home as a sweet 

expression of childhood 

and family.   

Thanks for the idea! 

We love bringing you new products 

& ideas so be sure to check our 

February issue.  The TNNA Trade 

Show Market is in Phoenix this 

month, so the shop will soon be 

packed with beautiful new canvases 

and fun, must-have accessories.   

Can’t wait!!! 



 

Rebecca Woods Designs never disappoints.  She brings us a variety of ‘series’ 

and more. Among her series designs are the ‘Vintage Villages’ which evoke  

memories of times past. And several ‘Banner of the Month’ series- a great way to 

bring seasonal needlepoint pieces into our décor. 

"Nearly everything you do is of no importance, but it is important that you do it. ~ Mohandas Gandhi 
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January Trunk Show 



 

Many beautiful and unusual Asian designs are included in HP Designs’ line of  

canvases.  They also offer many florals and eclectic subjects.  

Quail Run Needlework, Inc. 

8320 N. Hayden Road, Suite C112, Scottsdale, AZ 85258 

January Trunk Show 
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This month’s ‘Ornament of the Month’, 

Blue Kokopelli, is Quail Run’s third and 

final canvas in the “Kokopelli’ series.  

Check our October and December  

newsletter for others in the series.  

To purchase the canvas, threads and/or  

available stitch guide, please call the shop.   

Southwest Ornament 

of the Month 

We love the southwest desert we call 

home, and celebrate it in many of our 

Quail Run designs.  This month we  

showcase three canvases whose motifs 

reflect the heritage of native Americans. 

Canvases are on display at the shop. 

Finishing Idea: Each of the canvases lend 

themselves beautifully to being made into a 

pillow. 

New 

Quail Run Designs 

“Twenty years from now you will be more  

disappointed by the things that you didn't do 

than by the ones you did do. So throw off the 

bowlines. Sail away from the safe harbor. Catch 

the trade winds in your sails. Explore. Dream. 

Discover.”   

~ Mark Twain 



 

Classes are held at random times throughout the month.   

Check our calendar for dates.  

Canvas, fibers and instructional material are included in all classes. 

Seating is limited so early sign-up is recommended.   

We at Quail Run have been diligently working to bring you a full variety of classes that meet you 

needs as well as your interests.   

Our ‘National Teachers’ Series’, brings you ‘the best of the best’ - teachers that are nationally 

and internationally recognized for their accomplishments in particular needle arts.   

Closer to home, our ‘Quail Run Teachers’ Series’, selects accomplished local stitchers who have  

perfected their craft and are interested in sharing their knowledge.  These classes range from  

embellishment of a canvas you select, to canvases that have been pre-chosen and taught with a  

developed stitch guide .  

And new to Quail Run is our ‘Technique Series’.  This series grew from your requests to learn  

particular techniques that can be applied to a wide variety of projects and canvases.  

Quail Run Needlework, Inc. 
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Upcoming Classes 

Tassle Class w/ Fidelis Fenno January 24th 

Rozachi Japanense Embroidery w/ Margaret Kinsey February 3rd & 4th 

Needlepainting w/ Tanja Berlin February 14 & 15th 

Southwest Kimono w/ Margaret Bendig February 25th & 26th 

Hummingbird, a Laurel Birch design w/ Jill Rigoli Date To Be Announced 

National Teachers’ Series 

Moo Moo Merlot January 27th & 

 February 10th  

Red Chix March 16th, 23rd & 30th 

Winter Trees March 2nd, 9th, 16th 

Holly Bough March 23rd 

Quail Run Teachers’ Series 



 

Ribbon Embroidery Class February 10th 

 Create beautiful flowers and leaves to use on your canvases. 

Beading Class March 9th 

 Master the different ways to enhance a canvas with beads. 

Fun Embellishments Class April 13th 

 Experiment with many items available for enhancing your canvas—felting,  

rickrack, metal and more. 

Technique Series 

Quail Run Needlework, Inc. 
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Upcoming Classes 

Fidelis Fenno’s love of needlework from an early 

age helped her fulfill a dream of owning her own 

shop—B.F. Goodstitch in Salem, MA.  Fidelis has 

studied at the The Royal School, in London.  She 

specializes in making tassels that are exquisite and 

elaborate.  Her work has been displayed at the 

MOMA (Museum of Modern Art, New York). 

Tuesday, January 24 

Tassel Making Workshop 

Fidelis Fenno 

National Teachers’ Series 

Moo Moo Merlot 

Quail Run Teachers’ Series 

This adorable canvas would make a fun 

plaque for a home bar area, or special gift for 

the wine enthusiast on your gift list. 

Friday, January 27 & 

Friday, February 10 
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Upcoming Classes 

Friday, February 3 & 

Saturday, February 4 

Rozashi Japanese Embroidery 

Margaret Kinsey 

National Teachers’ Series 

Hydrangea Fan  
 
This beautifully elegantly shaped Rozashi piece is 

a study in muted colors and traditional Rozashi 
stitches.  It is worked in the stitches of Rozashi on 
the silk schrim especially created for this technique.  
The lovely pale colors of blue and lilac Rozashi silks 

create the small flowers that make the flower head.  
Greens and gold metallic complete the leaves and 
flower.  The fan shape’s background is a pale blue.  
Its rim is worked in gold metallic.  The remaining 
background is a warm off-white silk. 

  

Stitches include ichi can straight and line stitch 
variation, ni dan step, the irregular, satin and  
san dan step.  

 
The kit will include ro attached to frame, design 

drawn on ro, all threads to complete the design, 

needle, sticking paste, instruction booklet with color 
image.  

Needlepainting 

Tanja Berlin 

National Teachers’ Series 

Tanja Berlin is a needlework artist whose expert 

work is widely recognized.  She received 5 years of  

formal training from England’s Royal School of  

Needlework.  She apprenticed there from 1990-1993, 

and stayed an additional two years in the school’s  

workroom to do restoration, conservation and  

commission work, plus to teach embroidery.  During her  

schooling, she learned a wide variety of embroidery 

techniques.  To name a few—Canvas Stitches, Canvas 

Painting, Jacobean Crewel Embroidery, White Work 

(Pulled Work, Hardanger, Drawn Thread, ), Blackwork,  

Smocking, Tassels, Appliqué, Silkshading (Needle  

Painting), Shadow Work, Goldwork and Bothsides.   

Today, Tanja shares her expertise with students 

worldwide.  In February, Quail Run customers will have 

the opportunity to experience her instruction first hand.  

Tanja’s classes at Quail Run are always packed with  

expert instruction, insightful tips, patient mentoring, and 

much enthusiasm.  This 2-day class is truly a special 

experience. 

Students will choose their design to stitch from the 

samples shown above. 

Tuesday, February 14 &  

Wednesday, February 15 
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Upcoming Classes 

Saturday, February 25th & 
Sunday, February 26th 

Southwest Kimono 

 
A New, Original 

Bendig Design 
 

Margaret Bendig is days from completing the  

stitching on her newly designed kimono.  The  

canvas was developed with the Southwest in mind.  

It promises to incorporate motifs reminiscent of 

Arizona and native symbols.   

Margaret is not only known for her original,  

expert designs, but also her spectacular stitch 

guides.  She employs a wide variety of stitches 

while balancing color to add impact. 

We love the concept of ‘East meets 

West’ (Western motifs in a traditional Eastern  

design) and are excited to bring this class to Quail 

Run stitchers.  We will share images of this new 

kimono just as soon as they becomes available.   

Margaret Bendig’s  

Plum Blossom Kimono 

Southwest 
Kimono 

Margaret Bendig 
National Teachers’ Series 

Winter Trees 
Quail Run Teachers’ Series 

Friday, March 2nd 
Friday, March 9th &  
Friday, March 16th 

We are excited about this canvas and a lot of 

stitchers have shown an interest in this class.  

That’s probably because although the design is 

festive and reminiscent of the holidays, it’s a 

design that goes beyond Christmas.  It’s a great 

seasonal design and perfect for many months 

throughout the year.  It also lends itself to some 

dazzling enhancement stitches and threads 

which make the trees jump off the canvas.   
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Saturday, February 25th & 
Sunday, February 26th 

Holly Bough 
Quail Run Teachers’ Series 

This 2-day class is designed to teach some 

new stitches and to give you all the instruction 

you need to complete this great canvas.  We 

like the idea of finishing it as a pillow, especially 

since there will be a companion piece—i.e., 2nd 

pillow—to follow. 

Upcoming Classes 

Did You Know? 

Q: I want to do fancy stitches but don’t know where to begin. Can you help me? 

A: Probably a good place to begin would be with a book, a class, or a private lesson. We recommend the National 

NeedleArts Association’s “How to Needlepoint” booklet and also “The Needlepoint Book” by Jo Ippolito Christensen 

(big and comprehensive). If you want to keep it simple, start with some of the basic needlepoint stitches such as: 

Mosaic, Diagonal Mosaic, Cashmere, Diagonal Cashmere, Scotch and Diagonal Scotch. These are good basic, not 

too hard decorative stitches that will come in handy in your stitching. 

Red Chix 
Quail Run Teachers’ Series 

Friday, March 16th 
Friday, March 23rd &  
Friday, March 30th 

Over the past few months, we’ve featured 

this canvas as part of our ‘Bring a Canvas to 

Life’ series.  Instruction as well as the stitch 

guide were shared in this newsletter.  If you 

didn’t stitch along, or did but stopped because 

you wanted some hands-on help, here’s you 

opportunity to work this project.  Over 3 days, 

we will cover the stitches and threads used to 

bring this chix to life.   

A work in progress. 



 

 

 

 

 

Stitch & Chat: Come join fellow needlework enthusiasts for a few hours of stitching. 

Stitch Studio: Bring a new or old project to life with a wonderful array of threads and amazing stitches.   

Private Lesson: A one-on-one experience is the perfect way to get started learning the art of needlepoint.  

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

1 

Closed 

2 

Stitch Studio 

  1:30-3:30 

3 

Stitch & Chat 

  1:00-4:00 

Private Lesson 

  10:00-noon & 

  1:00-3:00 

4 

Stitch Studio 

  10:30-12:30 

5 

Stitch & Chat 

  1:00-4:00 

Private Lesson 

  10:00-noon & 

  1:00-3:00 

6 

Stitch Studio 

  1:30-3:30 

7 

Stitch Studio  

  10:00-noon & 

  1:00-3:00 

8 

Closed 

9 

Stitch Studio 

  1:30-3:30 

10 

Stitch & Chat 

  1:00-4:00 

Private Lesson 

  10:00-noon & 

  1:00-3:00 

11 

Stitch Studio 

  10:30-12:30 

12 

Stitch & Chat 

  1:00-4:00 

Private Lesson 

  10:00-noon & 

  1:00-3:00 

13 

Stitch Studio 

  1:30-3:30 

14 

Stitch Studio  

  10:00-noon & 

  1:00-3:00 

15 

Closed 

16 

Stitch Studio 

  1:30-3:30 

17 

Stitch & Chat 

  1:00-4:00 

Private Lesson 

  10:00-noon & 

  1:00-3:00 

18 

Stitch Studio 

  10:30-12:30 

19 

Stitch & Chat 

  1:00-4:00 

Private Lesson 

  10:00-noon & 

  1:00-3:00 

20 

Stitch Studio 

  1:30-3:30 

21 

Stitch Studio  

  10:00-noon & 

  1:00-3:00 

22 

Closed 

23 

Stitch Studio 

  1:30-3:30 

24 

Tassel Making  

Workshop 

  10:00-4:00 

25 

Stitch Studio 

  10:30-12:30 

26 

Stitch & Chat 

  1:00-4:00 

Private Lesson 

  10:00-noon & 

  1:00-3:00 

Japanese Embroidery 

Stitch & Chat 

  10:00-4:00 

27 

Stitch Studio 

  1:30-3:30 

Moo Moo  

Merlot  

  1:00-4:00 

28 

Japanese Embroidery 

Stitch & Chat 

  10:00-4:00 

29 

Closed 

 

30 

Stitch Studio 

  1:30-3:30 

31 

Stitch & Chat 

  1:00-4:00 

Private Lesson 

  10:00-noon & 

  1:00-3:00 

    

Quail Run Needlework Calendar 

January 2012 

Quail Run Needlework, Inc.  8320 N. Hayden Road, Suite C112, Scottsdale, AZ 85258 

Click here for an easy to print calendar. 

http://siterepository.s3.amazonaws.com/00510201201050608315710.pdf

